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The relaxation and recombination of an electronic excitation 
created by the absorption of a super-band-gap photon is con
sidered for a system in which excitons and charge carriers 
find i t energetically favorable to se l f - t rap . The notions of 
a barrier to self-trapping, a short-range repulsion between 
electrons and h-ies, and the electromodulatio.n of the s.-riil-
pclarcn absorption band play a central role in this discussion 
The results are consistent with experiments on ch&Iccrer.i.:' 
glasses. 

iKv?.cy:c"zo".: ITIIEI-JU;? Air. LOCALIZE: KODSLC 

In this discussion the absorption of a photon of energ;; in excess of the abccrp-
tion edge is precunei to create either a pair of separated charges or ar.excitor. 
which self- t raps. Since electronic adjustment and transfer tines ('-.10"-^ sec.' 
are very often orders of magnitude shorter than la t t ice relaxation timer 
(>TQ-1Z sec), & carrier which is in i t i a l ly severely localized car. spread out or 
diffuse from, i t s i n i t i a l location before the atoms car. respond to i t s presence. 
In suc'.i a si tuat ion, self-trapping only occurs when, by virtue of their vibrations, 
the ator.s of the material assume a configuration that corresponds to a potential 
well which confines the excitation suff iciently so that further localization ar.: 
ultimate sr.ail-polaron formation readily ensues. The time delay for se l f - t ra t -
pinj involved in this process is associated with a barrier to self-trapping, 
which is depicted in Fig.. 1. This figure shows three plots of the (adiabatic' 
energy cf Lhe system comprising an electronic charge in a three-dimensional de-
formabie continuum characterized by a local electron-latt ice interaction, against 
& normalized variable proportional to the spatial extent (radius) of the carrier . 
These three curves successively correspond to either an increasing carrier mass 
('.'^ = ti„ 12 = Mc/3) or an increasing electron-latt ice coupling strength. The small-
K cut-off at E = R0 occurs at the small-polaron s ta te , where the carrier is con
fined within a region of interatomic dimensions. Curves a, b , and c, respectively, 
correspond to self-trapping at P. = F.0 being energetically unstable, metastable, 
and stable. Kith the situation depicted in curve e, a carrier inserted (optically 
excited) into an undeformed system ( ? . - - ) will not be driven to localize unless 
atoms in i ts vicinity assume a configuration corresponding to a potential well 
which confines the carrier within a radius less than R r s e x - Having achieved this 
condition the system will then find i t energetically favorable to shrink to the 
small-polaron situation, R = F.Q in ~ 1 0 - 1 2 sec. A barrier to the deep small-
polaronic trapping of excitons and charge carriers can also occur for excitations 
in i t i a l ly localized by defects and disorder . 1 Here, the barrier and time delay 
decrease with increasing i n i t i a l (nonpoLaronic) localization. 

If one or both of the charge carriers of the unrelaxed system have mobilities com
parable to those in a crystal j(an it inerant picture), the absorption of a super-band 
gap photon produces an electron and hole which tend to diffuse far apart from one 
another before relaxing to form small polaronic carr iers . Thus, if the unrelated 
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carriers are i t inerant , optical excitation will efficiently produce electron-hole 
pairs which t;,-picall.y escape free, each other's coulombic field and contribute to 
the photoeo.nductivit;, . The nobili ty associated wit:-, photoconductivity is the 
average of the relatively high nonpolaronic mobility and the much lower small-
polaronic mobility weighted by the fraction of the photoconductivity lifetime 
duri.it which the carrier i s in each of the tv.-c t t t ' ^ s - Thus with a sufficiently 
ion;- time delay for self-trapping the photoconductivity may even manifest high-
mobility itinerant behavior while the dc transport indicates low-mobility s.-.all-
polaron hopping. 

Alternatively, both carriers of the unrelated syste::. nay be localize.': or have their 
cot ion severely impeded. For example, ti.is can occur i f the material possess?-.-
structural localization which renders i t ci-'-ilar to a molecular crystal . Then 
optically generated charge carriers may often not separate further than their 
coulomb captcre radius before relaxing and the system wil l manifert geminate r e 
combination: charge carriers recombine with their nascent partners and thereby 
avoid contributing to the dc photoconductivity. 2 Furthermore, since localization 
tends to reduce the barrier and time delay for small-polaron formation, the photo
conductivity will tend to be dominated by the small-polaron component. In addi
tion, ouper-band-gap absorption can produce localized exciton-like excitations 
which, ac in molecular crystals , may relax and degrade in energy very l i t t l e com
pared with it inerant carriers ("10 1- eV/sec for hot electrons). The observatipn. 
of geminate recombination,3 small-polaronic dark transport and phctotransport,**"'• 
and long-lived un-Stokes-shifted super-band-gap luminescence' in chalcogeniie 
glasses suggests that these materials are examples of this localised variety. 

THE EIE?.:Y OF A;: OPTICALLY PTCLUCE: EXCITATID;; 

In this localized picture, the unrelaxed electronic excitation generated by c 
cuper-band-gap photon is taken to be characterized by a distribution of charge-
separation lengths. If the resulting electron and hole remain sufficiently close-
so that their wavefunctions overlap substantially they are regarded as a neutral 
entity, an exciton. Otherwise, whether or not they geminately recombine, charges 
whose tifevefunctions do not overlap substantially are viewed as separated, or meta-
ctably separated, charges. Since the interaction of an exciton with the atoms in 
its immediate vicinity is typically much weaker than that of a single carrier, the-
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exciton is taken to be characterized by a much longer time delay toward small-
polaronic relaxation than are separated charges. In this interpretation, the 
self-trapping of separated charges in the chalcogenide glasses appears to take 
place in about a picosecond.*3 

The kinetics of the hopping of separated electron-like and hole-like snail polaronr 
from their positions at creation to whose from which they recon.bi.ae reflects i t se l f 
in the time dependence of the luminescence and induced absorption. To understand 
the dynamics of the recombination of the electron and hole small polarons involves 
considering the energy of the system as a function of the pair separation. As 
i l lustrated in Fig. 2a, in addition to their coulomb at tract ion, they interact via 
the overlap of their atomic displacement patterns. The coulomb, polaronic, and 
net potent ial energies of the pair as functions of their separation, r , in units 
of the interatomic spacing, are plotted in Fig. 2b; for like-signed small polarons 
one simply inverts the energy scale. The three pair-potential minima corresponding 
to the formation of an exciton (E), a self-trapped exciton (-TE), and the ground-
state of separated electron and hole small polarons 'GS) are indicated on the 
figure. 

Those carriers which do not separate ( i n i t i a l *"!) after excitation are viewed ar 
forming excitons which ultimately self-trap to ZTL. Those charges which separate 
f r i n i t i a i > 1 ) rapidly (—10"12 sec) relax to form small polarons at r > 1. They 
then~tend to hop toward their grounds ta t e before recombining. Those that raur'a-
t ively recombine before reaching Ĝ  will luminesce at a higher energy than those 
which reach GC. Furthermore, since the overlap and the matrix ele::.or.ts for re
combination decrease with increasing separation, the luminescence will tenj v_ 
shift to lower energy with time as the small-r p^-irs recomtine f i r i t . 

Three luminescence bands result . At the highest energy l ies the si::.ple excite:: 
luminescence. Since there is l i t t l e la t t ice relaxation about the localized exci-
ton i t manifests a mir-' al stokes shift . In chalcoger.ide glasses, the parameterr 
are such that the recombination is primarily radiative. The extreme s ma line re cf 
the competing nonradiative rate results from the recombination energy i-^d-l e'-" 
greatly exceeding the exciton-lattice coupling energy (-JFE - ~-\-TL ~ ^ ev^-:f ^ 
lower-energy luminescence, manifesting a Ctokes shif t , is due to the self-traapt.: 
exciton. As indicated above, the nonradiative recombination associated with t:.e 
STE, while- larger than that for the simple exciton, will s t i l l net be able to 
effectively compete with the radiative recombination. For both excitons the lumi
nescence decay rates at low temperatures will manifest l i t t l e tempera4"-re depend
ence. However, at higher temperatures (comparable to the phonon temperature^ 
thermally assisted tunneling through the self-trapping barrier from E to CTE will 
enhance the STE luminescence a t the expense of that of the simple exciton. 
Finally, the lowest-energy luminescence is associated with the recombination of 
separated small polarons. As indicated above, this Ctokes shift increase- in time 
as more luminescing carriers converge on their minimum energy separation. Further
more, calculations° show that as a result of reduced electronic energy separation 
ana enhanced electron-latt ice coupling strength, nonradiative recombination domi
nates recombination at the groundstate and i t s vicinity. In addition, reflecting 
both the predominanc-1 of nonradiative recombination and the thermally assisted 
motion of the separated charges, the small-polaron population *rA :* . nr^ociatej 
luminescence will shift and decay with increasing rapidity UL tne temperature is 
raised above a fraction (^-1/3) of the phonon temperature. Also, since 'the decay 
rate of the luminescence decreases as the fraction cf large i n i t i a l separations of 
small polaronc (r ^> r^) increases, a r ise in the energy of the exciting photons 
which appropriately increases the i n i t i a l separations wil l cause a decrease of the 
decay ra te . 

An important feature of cmall-polaron hopping is that the Jump rates depend strongly 
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on the energy differences between initial and final sites.2 As a result, pairs 
with separations on the relatively steep portions of the small-polaron E-versus-
r curve hop toward the groundstate rather quickly, (10~° sec per hop) while those 
that are sufficiently well separated so as to experience small energy gradients 
require extremely long times to move, ~1Q3 sec per hop for r ̂  k. These raeta-
stably separated small-polaron pair.; contribute a long slowly decaying tail to 
the lowest-energy (small-polaron) luminescence. They also produce the metastatic 
induced absorption and e.s.r. These features are all in accord Kith recent 
observations of the luminescence of some chalcogenide glasses.'* .10 

noi; 
A self-trapped charge carrier can be induced to nop by the absorption of a photon 
of energy roughly equal to the difference between the electronic energies of the 
initial and find states. 10 In this process, the atoms remain essentially fixed 
during the excitation process (the Franck-Condon principle). Without eXectric 
fields (either applied or due to charges), the electronic energy difference is 
simply due to small-polaron formation. Then the centroid of the absorption band 
of an isolated small-polaron l ies at about twice the small-polaron binding energy. 
However, in tho case of oppositely charged small-polaron pairs the centroid of *., he-
absorption of each member of the pair is shifted (electromodulated) by the fieldc 
produced by i t s partner. As the distribution of pair separations changes in 
time due to recombination anu hopping, the broadening of the small-polaron 
absorption band is thereby altered. Specifically, as i l lustrated in Fig. 3, the 
density of pairs of small-r, associated with large energy gradients and concom
itantly great broadening, falls f i r s t (in ^ 10"^ sec in a-As2-e-) leaving, only 
the metastatly separated (large-r) pairs at long times (—Isec)2".' The small-
polar on absorption bands thus narrow in time toward the field-free values of well-
separated pai rs . As shown in Fig. U, the predicted small-polaror. absorption be::":, 
wi~h the hole-latt ice coupling parameter determined independently from tranrport 
experiments on a-ASo3eq, is similar to the observed metastable inducei absorp
tion.-^- Furthermore, consistent with the present work, short-time pi cose; or.: 
measurements of the induced absorption in a-As^r^ indicate a very croa.: i . ir .^e:-
atsorption band 0, although the long-t 
very m..eh narrower."^ 

jr.e metastable induced-abscrpti 
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The photoir.d„ced properties of a defect-free system in which the charge carrie 
an: excitons find i t energetically favorable to self-trap have Lee:: d i s c s s e - . 
The essential concepts involved are that : 1) The barrier and time delay for 
excitor. self-trapping will significantly exceed that for small polaron format: 
2) Electron and hole small polarons experience short-range rep.. Is ion, barri:^' 
their coalescence, which produces a dichotomy between self-trappi i exsitor.s a:. 
separate: small polarons; 3 ' In this picture, three dist inct lumines
cence bands, associated with the recombination of excitons, self-trappc-.: ex: i \ 
and small polarons, emerge; -) The tine scales for the actions of the separate 
charges depeni strongly on their separations; 5) The kinetics cf the redis t r i : 
tier, and recombination of separated charges is mirrored in the time- iependenct 
of the optically induced small-polaro.n absorption and luminescence. This -.od-. 
is , consistent with both established transport^"- and recent optisal meas j t - . t r . 
/ , c ,10 , l i o n vario^^ amorphous semiconductors. 
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